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DOULTON BURLSEM TAPESTRY WARE by Pat 

Some of the most beautiful pottery bases 
made for holding colored fairy light domes 
are the Doulton Burslem Tapestry Ware bases.  
The impressed colorful floral patterns are also 
identified by their golden cord designs with 
alternating pairs and single tassels hanging 
from the cord around their outer rims.  
Several of these bases are marked "US Patent 
314002." 

US Patent 314,002.  

Ornamenting China And Earthen Ware 
And Other Pottery.   

Henry Doulton, Lambeth County of Surrey, 
and John Slater, Burslem, County of Stafford, 
England.  Filed Feb. 10, 1885, (No model.) 
Patented in England March 27, 1882, No. 
1476. 

To all whom it may concern: 

Be it known that we, HENRY DOULTON, of 
Lambeth, in the county of Surrey, England, 
and JOHN SLATER, of Burslem, in the 
county of Stafford, England, subjects of the 
Queen of Great Britain, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in 
Ornamenting China and Earthen Ware and 
other Pottery, (for which we have received 
Letters Patent in Great Britain, No. 1476 
dated March 27, 1882;) and we hereby do 
declare that the following is a full, clear, and 
exact description of the invention, which will 
enable others skilled in the art to which it 
appertains to make and use the same. 

This invention has for its object 
improvements in ornamenting all kinds of 
pottery, including china and earthen ware.  
For this purpose we employ textile fabrics - 
such as lace - with which we impress or 
indent the surface of the clay. 

One method is to lay the lace or other suitable 
material upon the surface of the clay, pressing 
it in a sufficient depth, and covering the 
surface, either wholly or in part, with color or 
colored clays, which may be either dry or 
damp, according to the effect wished for.  The 
lace or other material is then removed, and 
the clay placed in the mold and pressed in the 
ordinary way. 

Another method is to apply the lace or other 
suitable material to the surface of a roller, and 
to bring the roller so clothed against the clay 
or article in process of manufacture, and 
when of a suitable consistency to take the 
impression; or a shallow recess may be made 
in the surface of the article and the lace or 
other suitable material laid therein.  Then, by 
pressing with a suitable tool - such as a 
burnishing-tool - the lace is embedded in the 
surface of the clay.  It may then, if deemed 
requisite, be stripped off, leaving the 
impression.  1

In an article by Albert Christian Revi,  he 2

states that: "Twelve different versions of this 
Fairy Lamp base, all having the floral and 
tassel decoration shown on this example, 
were registered May 9, 1886. (*)." 

This example is unknown to us.  It is also 
marked with an asterisk which indicated it 
had not been seen by Mr. Revi either. 

  Specifications Of Patents - March 17, 18851

  Samuel Clarke's Designs for Fairy Lamps, Albert Christian Revi, Spinning Wheel, March 1973, pgs. 29-302



Of these twelve different versions of Tapestry 
Ware tasseled bases, nine are shown in Ruf's 
book.  R-472 is spade shape single tier, R-474 
has the serpent, R-475 is a two tiered with 
handle, R-476 is heart shaped with handle and 
offset lamp cup, R-477 is two tiered (top tier 
has pouring spout) with handle, R-478 is two 
tiered with ball feet, R-480 is single tier with 
bottom completely decorated, R-481 is single 
tier with off-set lamp cup, and R-482 is heart 
shape with no handle and centered lamp cup.  

!  

R-472  Fairy size lithophane dome depicting: 
young boy with sword and his dog with leash 
in his mouth, girl looking out window with 
plants in window box below, and two boys 
going over a wall.  Dome sits on shoulder  
of integral lamp cup of Tapestry Ware spade 
shaped base decorated with gold cording and 
tassels, marked Doulton Burslem and 
numbered 9993 and inscribed with 4 and a 
square. 5.25"h x 7.75"w.

!  

R-474  Acid Burmese fairy size dome resting 
on ribbed shoulder in Doulton Burslem 
Tapestry Ware handled base signed and marked 
US Patent 314002.  Tapestry Ware base is 

decorated with impressed floral pattern, gold 
cord and tassels, and gold fire breathing serpent 
encircling the integral lamp cup.  Cup marked 
S. Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy. 5.875"h x 
6"w x 8.25"l.  

!  

R-475  Acid Burmese fairy size dome, 
decorated in Prunus pattern, on ribbed shoulder 
of Tapestry Ware lamp cup marked S. Clarke's 
Patent Trade Mark Fairy in black, containing 
Clarke candle holder and Clarke candle.  Cup 
is intrical to small flower bowl elevated on 
taper above larger flower bowl. Handled base 
decorated with gold rope and single and double 
tassels and marked Doulton Burslem, US 
Patent 314002, Rd No. 99929, and 6 in front of 
box. 8"h x 8"dia. 

!  

R-476  Acid Burmese fairy size dome, 
decorated in Woodbine pattern, on ribbed 
shoulder of Tapestry Ware lamp cup, marked S. 
Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy in black, 
containing ribbed Clarke candle holder and 
Burglar's Horror candle.  Cup is intrical to heart 
shape handled base decorated with gold rope 



and single and double tassels.  Base marked 
Doulton Burslem, US Patent 314002, Rd No.
99934, impressed Doulton Slater Patent. 
5.625"h x 7.5"l. 

!  

R-477  White acid Burmese fairy size dome, 
decorated in Hops pattern, on ribbed shoulder 
of integral lamp cup, marked S. Clarke's Patent 
Trade Mark Fairy in black, containing Clarke 
ribbed candle holder and Clarke's Burglar's 
Horror candle.  Cup is on Tapestry Ware 
handled bowl with three pulled spouts, on 
standard attached to flower bowl below. Both 
bowls are decorated with gold cord and single 
and double tassels.  Base marked Doulton 
Burslem, US Patent 314002, 8 in front of Rd 
No 99930. 9"h x 8"dia.  

!  

R-478  Acid Burmese fairy size dome, 
decorated in Woodbine pattern, on ribbed 

shoulder of Tapestry Ware lamp cup marked S. 
Clarke's Patent Trade Mark Fairy in black, 
containing ribbed Clarke candle holder and 
Burglar's Horror candle.  Cup is intrical to 
small flower bowl elevated on taper above 
larger flower bowl on three gilt feet.  Base is 
decorated with gold rope and single and double 
tassels and is not marked but is a Doulton 
Slater Patent. 10.25"h x 9.25"dia. 

!  

R-480  Acid Burmese fairy size dome, white on 
top and bottom with pink swirl on upper 
portion, decorated in Hops pattern, on ribbed 
shoulder in Tapestry Ware bowl with intrical 
lamp cup, marked S. Clarke Patent Trade Mark 
Fairy in black, containing Clarke Trade Mark 
ribbed candle holder and Clarke's Trade Mark 
"Pyramid" candle.  Bowl is attached to larger 
matching flower bowl also decorated with gilt 
rope and single and double tassels.  Bottom of 
base decorated so no markings but is Doulton 
Slater Patent. 5.875"h x 7"dia. 

!  

R-481  Acid Burmese fairy size dome 
decorated in Prunus pattern on shoulder of 



offset integral lamp cup, marked S. Clarke's 
Patent Trade Mark Fairy in black in candle 
recess, on Tapestry Ware base, decorated with 
gold cording and single and double tassels, 
marked Doulton Burslem, US Patent 314002, 
and in red block Rd No 99932. 5.5"h x 6.5"w.  

!  

R-482  Cobalt blue Arabesque fairy size dome 
resting in integral lamp cup, marked S. Clarke's 
Patent Trade Mark Fairy, holding Price's 
Sentinel Night Light candle in ribbed clear 
candle holder.  Lamp cup above Tapestry Ware 
heart shaped base, decorated with gold single 
and double tassels and cord.  Base marked 
Doulton Burslem, US Patent 314002, #6, Rd 
No 99929, and impressed with 159. 5.5"h x 
7.5"l. 

Does anyone have any examples of the 
missing versions?  Or, perhaps catalogs that 
illustrate other examples? 


